
128468
Heart Power Clip - Translucent Red
1205-104184 
Screen Print on the Front Center - Silver 877

***IMPORTANT INFORMATION*** (PLEASE READ)
Please proof carefully for spelling errors, omissions, and layout accuracy. It is your responsibility to correct any errors. Garrett Specialties assumes no responsibility 
for errors after a proof has been authorized to print. Please note changes or revisions to your proof from your original instructions may cause revision in your ship 
date. Delays in paper proof approval also may require a change in your schedule ship dates. Occasionally, some fax machines may distort the image. Please pay 
close attention to numbers.
It is imperative that you view your e-proof and submit your approval and/or changes promptly to maintain your anticipated delivery date. 
Please keep in mind that this virtual proof is not a printed sample of your artwork on our product. The size and placement of the artwork may vary from this proof 
when actually printed on the product. Carefully review the attached proof for verification of copy & layout.
Due to inherent technical differences in color monitors, the imprint colors and product colors depicted in the attached proof will not resemble those in the final product.
We make every effort to match requested custom colors, but cannot guarantee a 100% exact match. Imprints are applied using pad or screen inks. These inks are 
hand mixed as close as possible to the requested color but may vary 2 to 4 shades. For this reason an exact PMS match cannot be guaranteed.
Your order is ON HOLD until we receive an approval from you in reference to your artwork.

The doted box represents the printable area. We cannot
print outside of what is represented by that box. Your logo

and the phone number were both reduced in size in order to
create mroe space between both.

Note” The words “of South Arkansas” are a little small
and might be hard to read

***RUSH PROOF***
In order to meet your delivery date, here is a copy of 
your artwork so you can see what we are sending to 

the manufacturer to be printed. Immediate approval is 
required in order to maintain the supplier's

production schedule.
CAREFULLY REVIEW THE ARTWORK ATTACHED. 

REVISED


